THE KENYA NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS COUNCIL

KCPE 2018
KENYAN SIGN LANGUAGE
SECTION A: LANGUAGE USE

Time: 1 hour 40 minutes

INSTRUCTION BELOW READ CAREFUL CAREFUL

1. BOOKLET THIS HAVE QUESTION 50/ THERE HAVE ANOTHER PAPER FOR ANSWER WRITE ONLY/
2. TIME ANSWER CORRECT HAVE/ WRITE PAPER OTHER/ ANSWER CORRECT WRITE BOOK THIS NO/
3. TIME WRITE ANSWER THIS/PENCIL USE ONLY/
4. PAPER OTHER FOR ANSWER HAVE WRITE MUST/
   • INDEX NUMBER YOUR/
   • NAME YOUR/
   • NAME SCHOOL YOUR/

5. WRITE ANSWER WELL/OUTSIDE BOX NO/
6. TIME ANSWER WRITE/MAKE LINE USE PENCIL SHOW ANSWER CORRECT YOU CHOOSE WHICH/

EXAMPLE: PAPER QUESTION
16. FLAG KENYA COLOUR HAVE/
   a) 5  c) 4
   b) 8  d) 3

PAPER ANSWER:

7. ANSWER CORRECT MUST WRITE SHOW COLOUR BLACK CLEAR/
8. ANSWER EACH MUST BOX ONE ONLY COLOUR/
9. PAPER ANSWER MUST CLEAN STAY SAME FOLD NO/
10. QUESTION 1–50 THERE/ANSWER ALL QUESTION 1–50/
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OBSERVE PICTURE THIS SAME USE ANSWER QUESTION 1-10 CORRECT//
1. PEOPLE IMPOSSIBLE ACTIVITY THEIR
   DO AREA PICTURE THIS WHO?
   a] TOURIST//
   b] FARMER//
   c] TRADER//
   d] FOOTBALLER//

2. ACTIVITY MAIN K-W-S AREA THIS WHAT?
   a] ANIMAL THING SELL//
   b] PEOPLE CAMP PROTECT//
   c] ANIMAL WILD PROTECT//
   d] PEOPLE PARK GUIDE//

3. WORD BELOW SHOW THING DIFFERENT WHICH?
   c] M-I-M-A//
   d] P-E-M-A//

4. AREA THIS GROW FOOD WHICH?
   a] SUGAR CANE//
   b] WHEAT//
   c] CABBAGE//
   d] ORANGE//

5. TIME WANT RELAX AREA PICTURE THIS/
   IMPOSSIBLE
   a] SWIM GO//
   b] MOUNTAIN CLIMB//
   c] CURIO BUY//
   d] ANIMAL WILD SE//

6. SIGN WARN GOOD FOR AREA PICTURE THIS WHICH?
   a] [Diagram]

7. WAY BEST PROTECT ANIMAL WILD
   SAME AVOID PEOPLE – ANIMAL
   CONFLICT WHICH?
   a] ALLOW PEOPLE GAME PARK
   NOTHING//
   b] ANIMAL WILD CAGE PUT//
   c] FENCE ELECTRIC PUT//
   d] ALLOW ANIMAL MOVE NIGHT
   ONLY//

8. POSSIBLE YOU ADVISE PEOPLE AREA
   PICTURE THIS WHAT?
   a] PROTECT ANIMAL WILD PROMOTE
   ECONOMY GOOD//
   b] KILL ANIMAL WILD USE THING SELL
   CURIO//
   c] USE LAND GAME PARK FOOD MORE
   GROW//
   d] AVOID VISITOR MANY COME AREA
   THIS//
9. MARKET M-N-A-R-A PEOPLE POSSIBLE VISIT SAME BUY BUY THING MORE WHO
   a] GUARD K-W-S/
   b] TOURIST/
   c] FARMER/
   d] VILLAGER/

10. SENTENCE TRUE ABOUT AREA THIS WHICH
   a] K-W-S FARM PROTECT/
   b] ANIMAL POACH ALLOW NOTHING/
   c] AREA SWIM POLICE ONLY ALLOW/
   d] ANIMAL DOMESTIC PEOPLE KEEP/

ANSWER QUESTION 11-20 CORRECT/

11. SIGN THIS MEAN WHAT

   a] NERVOUS/
   b] CLOTH/
   c] BRAG/
   d] PEOPLE/

12. SIGN THIS MEANING TWO HAVE WHICH
   a] PAPER/
   b] GIRAFFE/
   c] TABLE/
   d] CUP/

13. WAY CORRECT WRITE SIGN THIS WHICH
   a] ARRANGE/
   b] ROLL/
   c] SYSTEM/
   d] PROGRESS/

14. SIGN BELOW USE HAND ONE TIME SIGN WHICH
   a] INTERNATIONAL/
   b] INDIVIDUAL/
   c] PERSONALITY/
   d] APPRECIATE/

15. SIGN THIS MEAN WHAT
   a] FIGHT/
   c] WIN/
   d] CARRY/
16. WAY CORRECT WRITE SIGN THIS WHICH?

a) EXPRESS//
b) WEDDING//
c) SHOCK//
d) ANGRY//

17. SIGN HANDSHAKE DIFFERENT WHICH?

a) PANIC//
b) HAPPY//
c) UPSET/
d) ABUSE//

18. WAY CORRECT WRITE SIGN THIS WHICH?

a) ANNOY//
b) STUBBORN//
c) RUDE//
d) SAD//

19. SIGN WHICH DIRECTION DIFFERENT TIME SIGN//
a) IMAGINATION/
b) DREAM/
c) FANTASY/
d) PUZZLE/

20. SIGN IMPOSSIBLE MAKE AREA CHEST WHICH?

a) MINE//
b) FEEL//
c) DESIRE//
d) ENJOY//

PASSAGE BELOW READ/QUESTION 21-25

ANSWER/CORRECT//


a) K-A-W-I//
b) T-U-N-E//
c) K-A-R-U//
d) K-I-L-I-M-O//
22. GIRL I-D-A AGE WHICH?
   a] 12//
   b] 3//
   c] 15//
   d] 9//

23. FOOD S-A-M SAME I-D-A LIKE WHICH?
   a] MEAT//
   b] CHIPS//
   c] RICE//
   d] UGALI//

24. PEOPLE WORK TOGETHER TIME FREE
   WHO

25. J-O-E FAMILY PEOPLE HAVE
   HOW-MANY/
   a] 2//
   b] 3//
   c] 4//
   d] 5//

ANSWER QUESTION 26-27 CORRECT//

26. SENTENCE SHOW ACTION HAPPEN
   FUTURE WHICH?
   a] MONTH JUNE ME LAMU VISIT
   b] MONTH JUNE ME LAMU VISIT WILL//
   c] MONTH JUNE ME VISITING LAMU//
   d] WILL VISIT LAMU MONTH JUNEME//

27. SENTENCE SHOW ACTION HAPPEN
   PAST WHICH
   a] BREAD EAT WILL//
   b] BREAD EAT NEVER//
   c] BREAD EAT FINISH//
   d] BREAD EAT NOW//

SENTENCE QUESTION 28-29 BELOW
PUNCTUATION USE CORRECT WHICH?

28. a] TIME VEHICLE YOUR/PARK PEOPLE
   ALIGHT FINISH//
   b] TIME VEHICLE YOUR PARK PEOPLE/
   ALIGHT FINISH//
   c] TIME VEHICLE YOUR PARK/PEOPLE
   ALIGHT FINISH//
   d] TIME VEHICLE YOUR PARK PEOPLE/
   ALIGHT FINISH//

29. a] YOU BOOK LIKE MOST WHICH?
   b] YOU/ BOOK LIKE/MOST WHICH
   c] YOU BOOK LIKE MOST WHICH/
   d] YOU BOOK/ LIKE MOST WHICH

30. SENTENCE KSL CORRECT WHICH?
   a] WEEK LAST WE LEARN NOTHING
   BECAUSE TEACHER STRIKE//
   b] WHY WE LEARN NOTHING LAST
   WEEK TEACHER STRIKE//
   c] LAST WEEK WE LEARNT NOTHING
   BECAUSE TEACHER STRIKE//
   d] WEEK LAST WE LEARN NOTHING/
   WHY/TEACHER STRIKE//
OBSERVE PICTURE THIS SAME USE ANSWER QUESTION 31-40 CORRECT
31. FROM TOWN RAMBO RIVER DIRECTION WHICH?
   a] RIVER DIRECTION WEST/
   b] RIVER DIRECTION NORTH EAST/
   c] RIVER DIRECTION EAST/
   d] RIVER DIRECTION NORTHERN WEST/

32. KAI SCHOOL OPPOSITE WHERE?
   a] POLICE STATION/
   b] HOSPITAL/
   c] OFFICE GOVERNMENT COUNTY/
   d] MARKET KAI/

33. OFFICER GOVERNMENT SENIOR MORE AREA PICTURE THIS WHO?
   a] CHIEF/
   b] COMMISSIONER/
   c] DISTRICT OFFICER/
   d] GOVERNOR/

34. FROM CHIEF OFFICE/RAMBO TOWN DIRECTION WHICH?
   a] NORTH EAST/
   b] EAST/
   c] SOUTH EAST/
   d] WEST/

35. PICTURE THERE HOSPITAL POLICE STATION WHICH?
   a] BETWEEN/
   b] ABOVE/
   c] OPPOSITE/
   d] BEHIND/

36. PICTURE THERE PEOPLE RELIGION WHICH?
   a] MUSLIM/CHRISTIAN/
   b] MUSLIM ONLY/
   c] CHRISTIAN ONLY/
   d] HINDU/

37. SENTENCE CORRECT ABOUT AREA THIS WHICH?
   a] PEOPLE PRAY IMPOSSIBLE/
   b] PEOPLE BOAT USE/
   c] PEOPLE LETTER POST CAN/
   d] PEOPLE ANIMAL SEE CAN/

38. PEOPLE HARD FIND AREA THIS WHO?
   a] PASTOR/
   b] SHEIKH/
   c] GOVERNOR/
   d] FARMER/

39. SENTENCE CORRECT NOTHING AREA THIS WHICH?
   a] CHILDREN SCHOOL BUS USE/
   b] PEOPLE MANY TRANSPORT ROAD USE/
   c] PEOPLE HOSPITAL GO TIME SICK/
   d] MARKET THING DIFFERENT DIFFERENT SELL THERE/

40. IF YOU SCHOOL LIKE GO OFFICE COUNTY FIRST AFTER GO POST OFFICE GO HOW?
   a] NORTH/NORTH WEST/
   b] NORTH/SOUTH WEST/
   c] NORTH WEST/NORTH/
   d] NORTH WEST/
41. STORY THERE COMPETITION HAPPEN WHERE
   a) KISUMU/
   b) NAIROBI/
   c) NAKURU/
   d) SCHOOL/

42. TEACHER GAME CHILD CHILD
    COMPETITION PREPARE HOW
   a) TEAM LEADER SELECT/
   b) GROUP BIG DIVIDE/
   c) GROUP SMALL DIVIDE/
   d) TEAM SELECT/

43. STORY THERE SCHOOL OTHER
    TWO FEAR FROM WHERE
   a) KISUMU/NAIROBI/
   b) NAIROBI/
   c) NAKURU/
   d) NAIROBI/NAKURU/

44. STORY THERE SCHOOL N-I-N-A EVENT
    PERFORM WELL WHICH
   a) 100M/
   b) SHORT DISTANCE/
   c) FIELD EVENT/
   d) 200M/

45. SENTENCE STORY THERE TRUE
    NOTHING WHICH
   a) CHILD CHILD OTHER FAST RUN/
   b) CHILD CHILD OTHER STRONG/
   c) CHILD CHILD OTHER FRIENDLY/
   d) CHILD CHILD OTHER BIG/

46. N-I-N-A EVENT WIN WHICH
    a) 100M/
    b) 200M/
    c) FIELD EVENT/
    d) DISTANCE SHORT/

47. STORY THERE CHILD CHILD JUMP/DANCE WHY
    a) DISTANCE SHORT WIN/
    b) FILED EVENT/
    c) 200M/
    d) TROPHY GET FINISH/

48. COMPETITION START DAY WHICH
    a) MONDAY/
    b) TERM LAST/
    c) KISUMU GO/
    d) DAY TRAVEL/
49. STORY THERE SCHOOL N-I-N-A NUMBER WHICH?
   a] 3
   b] 1
   c] 2
   d] 4

50. STORY THERE GROUP LEADER SELECT HOW?
    a] TEACHER SELECT/
    b] SCHOOL SELECT/
    c] CHILD CHILD SELECT/
    d] TEAM SELECT/